
 
Reflection: A SIMPLE LOGIC: 
By Winny 
 
 

1. In 1990.03.27 TF said: TM is TF's representative 
 

2. In 1992.04.11 TF said: TF is Rev Sun Myung Moon and TM is Hak Ja Han Moon 
and they are the TRUE PARENTS 

 
3. In 2008.04.18 TF in His benediction prayer for Hyung Jin Moon's couple as 

successors of TPs. 
 
"True Parents do not have much longer to live, and they know how difficult it is to 
show to this couple the authority as the successors of True Parents. We pray 
sincerely that this family of Hyung-Jin can stay united with You unchangeably… 
 
**ABSOLUTE Formula is TP = TF + TM** 
 
*If HgJM's couple is to succeed TPs mission, it must be if both the figure in the 
equation are GONE. 
 
*TF never said HgJM couple is to succeed TF only but TPs.  
However TF clearly said that TM is "HIS" representative and has "HIS" full authority. 
 
*Is going to sp World means we lost the person? NO as an absolute answer!  
TF transitioning to the spworld doesnt mean He is not with us EITHER.  
 
*Considering the equation of the ABSOLUTE FORMULA of TP = TF+ TM,  
because TM is still with us, PHYSICALLY, WE STILL HAVE TRUE PARENTS. 
 
 
His time is not yet NOW as TF mentioned in 1994 Nov 27: 
 
The children's unity with their Parents must work to bring about the unification of the 
nation, and indeed the nation itself. Until that time, there will be no inheritance made 
to children. Only when the nation emerges, can True Parents pass the inheritance to 
the children. 
 
 
IF he is to succeed TPs what must he be? A King? A Master? An Authoritarian 
Leader?  What did TF say?  
 
“An heir of the heart is not an heir who just talks, or someone who merely appears to 
be an heir, or one who is having a good time; but rather the one who takes ownership 
of his parents' sadness and suffering, agonizes and grieves in place of his parent, and 
struggles to establish the way to manifest the duty of loyalty and filial piety before 
Heaven. Only such people can stand as heir before Heaven.” (9-30, 1960.4.3) 
 



 
How does True Father define loyal & filial children?  
 
“The filial sons and daughters who can lovingly relate to God even in the position of 
great misfortune must comfort the heart of the unfortunate head of the household, 
whether it is the king or the parents. Then such a son and daughter should single-
handedly tackle all the problems surrounding the situation and solve them. Those 
having such a mind of loyalty and filial piety will go to the Kingdom of Heaven.”  
(19-300, 1968.3.10) 
 
 
What the successor MUST be doing right now? 
 
*To do what is the Parents’ WILL!  
*To finish and complete the task necessary that have been left UN-OFFERED. 
*The successor must offer that nation! How important that nation is for the 
successor’s position is what TF said excerpted n his message last Nov 27 1994.  
 
 
What are the problems now? 
 

1. HgJM failed to acknowledge the 2 PEOPLE TF & TM who bequeathed to 
him the position that is NOT ABSOLUTE but with other “possibility” as in TP's 
prayer He said "We pray sincerely that this family of Hyung-Jin *CAN stay 
united with You unchangeably*." 

2. HgJM should be focusing on restoring that nation that TFs has been 
desiring to see that even if he could stay there just for a day, would be TFs 
GREATEST happiness in life.. However, his focus is far out of this very impt goal! 

3. HgJM as supposed to be heir shld be the model course of FILIAL PIETY 
and LOYALTY but on the contrary, maybe beyond his knowledge, he is not just 
diminishing True Mother only but giving shame greatly to True Farther too.  Try 
to review his message about Filial Piety as published in TWs world July-Aug 
2010 issue. (spoken in Brazil june 27 2010) 

4. HgJM as the heir shld be the very first person who knows the DP, TFs 
words, God’s Heart & God’s Will but base on what he is doing now. He 
seems is NOT! 

 
 
Just a simple reflection! 


